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Outline
• How to define a hot and dense medium.

• Development of statistical quantum field theory for QED. 

• Renormalization of QED using perturbation theory. 

• Statistical corrections to the propagating particles. 

• Renormalized parameters of QED are treated as effective parameters of the 
theory.

• Properties of the medium are determined from the particle behavior.

• How neutrinos can couple with the magnetic field (neutral particle).

• Results should be incorporated in experimental/observational data analysis. 

• Then application to astrophysics, cosmology and reactor physics. 



IntroductioIntroduction

• Interacting fluid media is considered

• Interactions are described as gauge theories 

• Renormalization can be proved using

• Perturbative approach (individual particle approach)

• Effective potential approach (collective approach) 

• Perturbation is described like a series expanded in powers of the 
coupling constant. 

• One loop in Feynman diagrams correspond to a single power of the 
coupling constant in perturbation theory. 



• Early Universe (around nucleosynthesis) 

light particles at very high temperature

(T~1010 K or above)

• Astronomical Objects super-massive stars have 

densities ~ 1014 – 1016 g/cm3

T~ 1010 - 1012 K

• Magnetic field B is too strong to be ignored in neutron stars and magnetars

B~ 1014 G

µe ~ 200 MeV ( 1MeV = 1010 K ) 

Motivation



Why the medium effects are required

Calculation of QED parameters at extremely high temperature showed that 

• QED coupling becomes a function of temperature at the second order of perturbation whereas the first 
order contributions vanish at low temperature. However the high density effect is non-zero.

• First order perturbation changes the electric permittivity, magnetic permeability and other 
electromagnetic properties of the medium.

• First order perturbations at extremely high densities and low temperatures indicate the dependence of 
medium properties on the density or chemical potential of the medium.

• So the electromagnetic properties of a highly dense medium may lead to interesting results, if studied 
using QED.

• Fluid equations and fluid parameters modification with QED may be interesting .

• Phase transitions between classical fluids/plasmas, relativistic plasmas and superfluids

• Latest discovery of superfluid in the core of neutron star supported the idea that fluid phase depend 
on the ratio of parameters and not on a single parameter. 



Heat Bath
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Finite Temperature and Density Effects

• All the physical processes take place in a heat bath comprising all kind of 
relevant hot particles and antiparticles instead of  a vacuum, through the radiative 
corrections. The probability of exchange of virtual particles with the real particles 
in the background is incorporated.

• Feynman rules of vacuum theories are used and the basic principles remain 
unchanged.

• In quantum field theory, the thermal background effects are incorporated via the 
Fermion and boson propagators only

• Spin statistics of the particles and their properties in vacuum are incorporated as 
it is.

• The renormalization of electric mass and charge through the self-energy 
calculation in different frameworks change the physically measurable quantities.



REAL TIME FORMALISM

 Gauge invariant exists is induced by hand 
at the expense of  Lorentz invariance.

 Integration on initial and final states hide 
the path of the system. 

 Hard thermal loops appear.

 Segregation is possible between vacuum 
and statistical contributions, especially at 
the one loop level.

 Can go to any order of perturbation. But if 
the perturbative series is convergent and 
can be truncated wherever, it make sense.

 Renormalizability---Order by order 
cancellation of singularities can be shown. 

 QED works very well with perturbative 
analysis. So this approach is preferred for 
the study of electromagnetic properties. 

IMAGINARY TIME FORMALISM

 Gauge invariance breaks   

 Summation over intermediate states—gives 
information about the path of the system

 No hard loops

 Statistical effects cannot be separated from 
the vacuum values.

 All orders of perturbation have to be 
included.

 Singularities of all orders are cancelled at 
the same time.

 Only applicable to systems in thermal 
equilibrium. 

 Preferred for non-perturbative analysis of 
theories where perturbative series does not 
converge.

Comparison between formalisms



Self-energy

Vacuum Polarization

Example of Loop diagrams in QED



Boson Propagator

{u=(1,0,0,0)}

Fermion propagator

J. F. Donoghue and B. R. Holstein, Phys. Rev. D28 (1983) 340. https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.28.340

Edward J. Levinson and David H. Boal, Phys. Rev. D 31, 3280 ( 1985)

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.31.3280

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.28.340
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.31.3280


Renormalization of Gauge Theories

Gauge theories are major interactions theories 

Quantum Electrodynamics(QED) is the only abelian gauge (interaction) theory

Renormalization is a procedure to remove singularities of gauge theories 

QED coupling is smaller than one in vacuum and the perturbative series converges. 

Order by order cancellation of singularities is studied in perturbation theory.

Application of perturbation theory can be used to study QED in statistical medium 
(described by its composition, temperature, density and magnetic field)



Renormalization Constants of QED



Self-energy of electron interactions
• Electrons have a higher physical mass than the electron rest mass due 

to interactions with its own electric field 

• Self-energy/selfenergy

• Perturbation in vacuum give the additional mass correction due to 

vacuum fluctuations and thermal energy.

• Renormalized mass = Physical mass of electron

• New temperature dependent infrared singularities appear due to 

photon loop

• At high temperatures no additional ultraviolet singularities appear and 

distribution function provides a cutoff. 



First-Order Correction

• Low temperature limit

• High temperature limit

• Difference  
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Ahmed, K. and Masood, S.S. (1987) Physical Review D, 35, 1861

Ahmed, K. and Masood, S.S.: Phys. Rev. D 35, (1987) 4020-4023.
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In the high chemical-potential limit 𝑇 < 𝑚 < 𝜇 , we obtain

Samina Masood and Iram Saleem, IJMPA, Vol. 32, No. 15 (2017)

Masood, S.S. (1993) Physical Review D, 47, 648. https://journals.aps.org/prd/issues/47/2

At chemical potential equal to electron mass it gives zero contribution and only thermal corrections can be 

obtained for high temperatures

https://journals.aps.org/prd/issues/47/2


Electron mass as a function of chemical potential 

Samina  Saleem (Masood 1987) Physical Review D, 36, 2602. http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.36.2602

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.36.2602


T<<m

Two-loop corrections to Electron Selfmass

Euler-Mascheroni constant

Qader, M., Masood, S.S. and Ahmed, K. (1991) Physical Review D, 44, 3322.

Qader, M., Masood, S.S. and Ahmed, K. (1992) Physical Review D, 46, 5633



Two-loop corrections to Electron Selfmass

Duane A. Dicus, David Down, and Edward W. Kolb, Nucl. Phys. B223, 525 (1983).

Qader, M., Masood, S.S. and Ahmed, K. (1991) Physical Review D, 44, 3322. https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.44.3322

Qader, M., Masood, S.S. and Ahmed, K. (1992) Physical Review D, 46, 5633. https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.46.5633

Initially , it was proposed that at high temperature we may write thermal effect in the series expansion 

But it was later found to be much more complicated

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.44.3322
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.46.5633


Qader, M., Masood, S.S. and Ahmed, K. (1992) Physical Review D, 46, 5633. 

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.46.5633

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.46.5633


Comparison of one and two-loop corrections at High T

me

Total mass

Two-loop

One-loop

(T in billion K)



Wavefunction Renormalization Constant

Low T

High  T

K. Ahmed and Samina Saleem (Masood), Phys. Rev. D 35, 1861 (1987).



Mahnaz Haseeb and Samina Masood, Phys Lett. B704 (2011) 66-73 



Effect of Electron mass on different parameters

• Magnetic moment of electron

• Electromagnetic properties of particles that propagate in the presence 
of electron

• Effect on weak interaction processes (involving electrons) such as beta 
decay

• Decay rates and crossections of particles



Electromagnetic vertex



Z-Decay



Phase space contribution



Higgs Decay --- example







Mahnaz Haseeb and Samina Masood, Phys Rev. D46 (1992) 5110





The lamb shift is a purely measurable perturbative effect, which causes a small change in wavelength. 

Knight has looked at the thermal effects on the Lamb shift. A small shift in the bound state energies is 

calculated from the regular quantum mechanical energy values corresponding to the integral values on 

n such that:

1. P.L.Knight, J. Phys. A: Gen. Phys., Vol. 5, March (1972.),`Effects of External Fields on the Lamb Shift’ (417-425)
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The change in the electron mass will affect the energies of the energy levels. Comparing these formulae with the 

Rydberg formula gives a shift on energy between successive energy levels as 
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Lamb Shift

On the other hand the total energy shift due to the vacuum polarization is determined as:
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n is the Landau number and is associated with the Landau levels of energy for the Fermi gas of electron. 

This correction may not be relevant for atoms for temperature dependent electron mass as the existence of 

atoms is not expected at 10 10 K. However, high chemical potential is not necessarily ignorable for large 

molecules.  



Lecture 2

• Light is the major source of information for astronomical 
observations.

• Properties of light can be related to the properties of their source.

• Information of the source can help to understand the origin of the 
radiation

• It may provide a little more information about the structure and 
composition of the source of radiation.

• The nature of the wave can help to determine the collective properties 
of the medium as well.
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Renormalization of Photon Propagator



Calculation of Charge Renormalization 



Thermal Corrections

Selfmass of e

Charge of e changing with T

One-loop

Two-loop

T independent mass

T independent charge

(In units of electron mass) billions of K



Masood, S.S. Eur. Phys. J. C (2017) 77: 826. https://doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5398-0 .

https://doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5398-0


ELECTRON MASS and CHARGE at High T

mass

charge

Electron charge

Electron mass













Charge Renormalization Constant 



Dynamically Generated Mass of Photon



Masood, S.S. Eur. Phys. J. C (2017) 77: 826. https://doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5398-0
.

Plasma Screening Mass

https://doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5398-0




At very high T







Electromagnetic Properties

Electric Permittivity Magnetic Permeability 

Speed Refractive Index





























Second order Vacuum Polarization



QED coupling constant

Electric Permittivity

Magnetic Permeability

Electromagnetic Properties of a Thermal Medium 

SM and Mahnaz Haseeb, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A23:4709-4719, 2008.

Mahnaz Haseeb and SM, Phys. Lett. B704:66, 2011. 



Electromagnetic Properties of Hot and Dense Media

Samina Masood, Phys. Rev. D44, 3943 (1991).
Samina Masood, Phys. Rev. D47, 648 (1993)

For Temperatures smaller than the Chemical Potential


